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Integrated Computational Materials Engineering
Electrospinning, an electro-hydrodynamic process, is a versatile and promising platform technology for the production of
nanofibrous materials for tissue engineering and biomedical applications. Electrospun Materials for Tissue Engineering and
Biomedical Applications, examines the rapid development of electrospun materials for use in tissue engineering and
biomedical applications. With a strong focus on fundamental materials science and engineering, this book also looks at
successful technology transfers to the biomedical industry, highlighting biomedical products already on the market as well
as the requirements to successfully commercialize electrospun materials for potential use in tissue engineering and
biomedical areas. This book is a valuable resource for materials and biomedical scientists and engineers wishing to broaden
their knowledge on the tissue engineering and biomedical applications of electrospun fibrous materials. Provides allencompassing coverage of fundamental science, technology and industrial case studies Presents guidance on industrial
scalability of electrospun biomaterials Written by a multidisciplinary team or researchers from academia and industry,
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offering a balanced viewpoint on the subject

Materials for Biomedical Engineering: Bioactive Materials, Properties, and Applications
Food Materials Science and Engineering covers a comprehensive range of topics in relation to food materials, their
properties and characterisation techniques, thus offering a new approach to understanding food production and quality
control. The opening chapter will define the scope and application of food materials science, explaining the relationship
between raw material structure and processing and quality in the final product. Subsequent chapters will examine the
structure of food materials and how they relate to quality, sensory perception, processing attributes and nutrient delivery.
The authors also address applications of nanotechnology to food and packaging science. Methods of manufacturing food
systems with improved shelf-life and quality attributes will be highlighted in the book.

Electrospun Materials for Tissue Engineering and Biomedical Applications
The ongoing development of military aerospace platforms requires continuous technology advances in order to provide the
nation's war fighters with the desired advantage. Significant advances in the performance and efficiency of jet and rocket
propulsion systems are strongly dependent on the development of lighter more durable high-temperature materials.
Materials development has been significantly reduced in the United States since the early 1990s, when the Department of
Defense (DOD), the military services, and industry had very active materials development activities to underpin the
development of new propulsion systems. This resulted in significant improvements in all engine characteristics and
established the United States in global propulsion technology. Many of the significant advances in aircraft and rocket
propulsion have been enabled by improved materials and, materials manufacturing processes. To improve efficiency
further, engine weight must be reduced while preserving thrust. Materials Needs and Research and Development Strategy
for Future Military Aerospace Propulsion Systems examines whether current and planned U.S. efforts are sufficient to meet
U.S. military needs while keeping the U.S. on the leading edge of propulsion technology. This report considers mechanisms
for the timely insertion of materials in propulsion systems and how these mechanisms might be improved, and describes
the general elements of research and development strategies to develop materials for future military aerospace propulsion
systems. The conclusions and recommendations asserted in this report will enhance the efficiency, level of effort, and
impact of DOD materials development activities.

Materials Needs and R&D Strategy for Future Military Aerospace Propulsion Systems
Ideal as a graduate textbook, this title is aimed at helpingdesign effective biomaterials, taking into account the
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complexinteractions that occur at the interface when a synthetic materialis inserted into a living system. Surface
reactivity,biochemistry, substrates, cleaning, preparation, and coatingsare presented, with numerous case studies and
applicationsthroughout. Highlights include: Starts with concepts and works up to real-life applicationssuch as implantable
devices, medical devices, prosthetics, and drugdelivery technology Addresses surface reactivity, requirements for surface
coating,cleaning and preparation techniques, and characterization Discusses the biological response to coatings Addresses
biomaterial-tissue interaction Incorporates nanomechanical properties and processingstrategies

Materials Science and Engineering Application II
Materials for Biomedical Engineering: Bioactive Materials, Properties, and Applications introduces the reader to a broad
range of the different types of bioactive materials used in biomedical engineering. All the main types of bioactive materials
are discussed, with an emphasis placed on their synthesis, properties, performance, and potential for biomedical
applications. Key chapters on modeling and surface modification and methods provide the step-by-step information needed
by researchers. Important applications of bioactive materials, such as drug delivery, cancer therapy and clinical dentistry
are also highlighted in detail. Final sections look at future perspectives for bioactive materials in biomedical engineering.
Provides a knowledge of the range of bioactive materials available, enabling the reader to make optimal materials selection
decisions Presents detailed information on current and proposed applications of the latest bioactive materials, thus
empowering readers to design innovative products and processes Covers methods and provides the detailed guidance
needed by researchers to replicate key procedures and contribute to further research and discovery in this important field

Encyclopedia of Materials Science and Engineering
Cellular Solids
Engineering Materials Science
Materials Science and Engineering of Carbon: Fundamentals provides a comprehensive introduction to carbon, the fourth
most abundant element in the universe. The contents are organized into two main parts. Following a brief introduction on
the history of carbon materials, Part 1 focuses on the fundamental science on the preparation and characterization of
various carbon materials, and Part 2 concentrates on their engineering and applications, including hot areas like energy
storage and environmental remediation. The book also includes up-to-date advanced information on such newer carbonPage 3/14
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based materials as carbon nanotubes and nanofibers, fullerenes and graphenes. Through review on fundamental science,
engineering and applications of carbon materials Overview on a wide variety of carbon materials (diamond, graphite,
fullerene, carbon nanotubes, graphene, etc.) based on structure and nanotexture Description on the preparation and
applications of various carbon materials, in the relation to their basic structure and properties

Materials Science and Engineering Laboratory
Materials Science and Engineering theme is a component of Encyclopedia of Physical Sciences, Engineering and Technology
Resources in the global Encyclopedia of Life Support Systems (EOLSS), which is an integrated compendium of twenty one
Encyclopedias. Materials Science and Engineering is concerned with the development and selection of the best possible
material for a particular engineering task and the determination of the most effective method of producing the materials
and the component. The Theme with contributions from distinguished experts in the field, discusses Materials Science and
Engineering. In this theme the history of materials is traced and the concept of structure (atomic structure, microstructure
and defect structure) and its relationship to properties developed. The theme is structured in five main topics: Materials
Science and Engineering; Optimization of Materials Properties; Structural and Functional Materials; Materials Processing and
Manufacturing Technologies; Detection of Defects and Assessment of Serviceability; Materials of the Future, which are then
expanded into multiple subtopics, each as a chapter. These three volumes are aimed at the following five major target
audiences: University and College students Educators, Professional practitioners, Research personnel and Policy analysts,
managers, and decision makers and NGOs.

Computational Thermo-Fluid Dynamics
Encyclopedia of Materials Science and Engineering
Materials informatics: a ‘hot topic’ area in materials science, aims to combine traditionally bio-led informatics with
computational methodologies, supporting more efficient research by identifying strategies for time- and cost-effective
analysis. The discovery and maturation of new materials has been outpaced by the thicket of data created by new
combinatorial and high throughput analytical techniques. The elaboration of this "quantitative avalanche"—and the
resulting complex, multi-factor analyses required to understand it—means that interest, investment, and research are
revisiting informatics approaches as a solution. This work, from Krishna Rajan, the leading expert of the informatics
approach to materials, seeks to break down the barriers between data management, quality standards, data mining,
exchange, and storage and analysis, as a means of accelerating scientific research in materials science. This solutionsPage 4/14
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based reference synthesizes foundational physical, statistical, and mathematical content with emerging experimental and
real-world applications, for interdisciplinary researchers and those new to the field. Identifies and analyzes interdisciplinary
strategies (including combinatorial and high throughput approaches) that accelerate materials development cycle times
and reduces associated costs Mathematical and computational analysis aids formulation of new structure-property
correlations among large, heterogeneous, and distributed data sets Practical examples, computational tools, and software
analysis benefits rapid identification of critical data and analysis of theoretical needs for future problems

Phase-Field Methods in Materials Science and Engineering
Materials Science for Engineering Students offers students of introductory materials science and engineering, and their
instructors, a fresh perspective on the rapidly evolving world of advanced engineering materials. This new, concise text
takes a more contemporary approach to materials science than the more traditional books in this subject, with a special
emphasis on using an inductive method to first introduce materials and their particular properties and then to explain the
underlying physical and chemical phenomena responsible for those properties. The text pays particular attention to the
newer classes of materials, such as ceramics, polymers and composites, and treats them as part of two essential classes –
structural materials and functional materials – rather than the traditional method of emphasizing structural materials alone.
This book is recommended for second and third year engineering students taking a required one- or two-semester sequence
in introductory materials science and engineering as well as graduate-level students in materials, electrical, chemical and
manufacturing engineering who need to take this as a core prerequisite. Presents balanced coverage of both structural and
functional materials Types of materials are introduced first, followed by explanation of physical and chemical phenomena
that drive their specific properties Strong focus on engineering applications of materials The first materials science text to
include a whole chapter devoted to batteries Provides clear, mathematically simple explanations of basic chemistry and
physics underlying materials properties

Modeling and Computation in Engineering III
Hybrid Ship Hulls provides an overview of cutting-edge developments in hybrid composite-metal marine ship hulls, covering
the critical differences in material processing and structural behavior that must be taken into account to maximise benefits
and performance. Supporting the design of effective hybrid hulls through proper consideration of the benefits and
challenges inherent to heterogenic structures, the book covers specific details of quality control, manufacturing, mechanical
and thermal stress, and other behavioral aspects that need to be treated differently when engineering hybrid ship hulls.
With a particular focus on heavy-duty naval applications, the book includes guidance on the selection of composite part
configurations, innovative design solutions, novel hybrid joining techniques, and serviceability characterization. Addresses
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the engineering requirements specific to hybrid structure engineering that are essential for optimization of hybrid hull
design and maximization of material benefits. Covers methodology, techniques and data currently unavailable from other
sources, providing the essential base knowledge to support robust design, reliable manufacturing, and proper serviceability
evaluation. Includes MATLAB codes, enabling engineers to easily apply the methods covered to their own engineering
design challenges.

Neutrons and Synchrotron Radiation in Engineering Materials Science
MATERIALS SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING -Volume II
This collection includes state-of-the-art papers by scientists and research groups working in fields encompassing metals and
alloys, silicates, polymers and composites.

Walford's Guide to Reference Material: Science and technology
Materials Science and Engineering of Carbon: Characterization discusses 12 characterization techniques, focusing on their
application to carbon materials, including X-ray diffraction, X-ray small-angle scattering, transmission electron microscopy,
Raman spectroscopy, scanning electron microscopy, image analysis, X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy, magnetoresistance,
electrochemical performance, pore structure analysis, thermal analyses, and quantification of functional groups. Each
contributor in the book has worked on carbon materials for many years, and their background and experience will provide
guidance on the development and research of carbon materials and their further applications. Focuses on characterization
techniques for carbon materials Authored by experts who are considered specialists in their respective techniques Presents
practical results on various carbon materials, including fault results, which will help readers understand the optimum
conditions for the characterization of carbon materials

Advanced Materials Science and Engineering of Carbon
Materials for Biomedical Engineering: Organic Micro- and Nanostructures provides an updated perspective on recent
research regarding the use of organic particles in biomedical applications. The different types of organic micro- and
nanostructures are discussed, as are innovative applications and new synthesis methods. As biomedical applications of
organic micro- and nanostructures are very diverse and their impact on modern and future therapy, diagnosis and
prophylaxis of diseases is huge, this book presents a timely resource on the topic. Users will find the latest information on
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cancer and gene therapy, diagnosis, drug delivery, green synthesis of nano- and microparticles, and much more. Provides
knowledge of the range of organic micro- and nanostructures available, enabling the reader to make optimal materials
selection decisions Presents detailed information on current and proposed applications of the latest biomedical materials
Places a strong emphasis on the characterization, production and use of organic nanoparticles in biomedicine, such as gene
therapy, DNA interaction and cancer management

Materials for Biomedical Engineering: Organic Micro and Nanostructures
Cellular solids include engineering honeycombs and foams (which can now be made from polymers, metals, ceramics, and
composites) as well as natural materials, such as wood, cork, and cancellous bone. This new edition of a classic work details
current understanding of the structure and mechanical behavior of cellular materials, and the ways in which they can be
exploited in engineering design. Gibson and Ashby have brought the book completely up to date, including new work on
processing of metallic and ceramic foams and on the mechanical, electrical and acoustic properties of cellular solids. Data
for commercially available foams are presented on material property charts; two new case studies show how the charts are
used for selection of foams in engineering design. Over 150 references appearing in the literature since the publication of
the first edition are cited. It will be of interest to graduate students and researchers in materials science and engineering.

Communications on the Materials Science and Engineering Study
Combining previously unconnected computational methods, this monograph discusses the latest basic schemes and
algorithms for the solution of fluid, heat and mass transfer problems coupled with electrodynamics. It presents the
necessary mathematical background of computational thermo-fluid dynamics, the numerical implementation and the
application to real-world problems. Particular emphasis is placed throughout on the use of electromagnetic fields to control
the heat, mass and fluid flows in melts and on phase change phenomena during the solidification of pure materials and
binary alloys. However, the book provides much more than formalisms and algorithms; it also stresses the importance of
good, feasible and workable models to understand complex systems, and develops these in detail. Bringing computational
fluid dynamics, thermodynamics and electrodynamics together, this is a useful source for materials scientists, PhD
students, solid state physicists, process engineers and mechanical engineers, as well as lecturers in mechanical
engineering.

Mapping Innovation: A Playbook for Navigating a Disruptive Age
Various factors affect the performance of electrical contacts, including tribological, mechanical, electrical, and materials
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aspects. Although these behaviors have been studied for many years, they are not widely used or understood in practice.
Combining approaches used across the globe, Electrical Contacts: Fundamentals, Applications, and Technology integrates
advances in research and development in the tribological, material, and analytical aspects of electrical contacts with new
data on electrical current transfer at the micro- and nanoscales. Taking an application-oriented approach, the authors
illustrate how material characteristics, tribological behavior, and loading impact the degradation of contacts, formation of
intermetallics, and overall reliability and performance. Coverage is divided broadly into three sections, with the first focused
on mechanics, tribology, materials, current and heat transfer, and basic reliability issues of electrical contacts. The next
section explores applications, such as power connections, electronic connections, and sliding contacts, while the final
section presents the diagnostic and monitoring techniques used to investigate and measure phenomena occurring at
electrical contact interfaces. Numerous references to current literature reflect the fact that this book is the most
comprehensive survey in the field. Explore an impressive collection of data, theory, and practical applications in Electrical
Contacts: Fundamentals, Applications, and Technology, a critical tool for anyone investigating or designing electrical
equipment with improved performance and reliability in mind.

Materials Science & Engineering
Materials are the foundation and fabric of manufactured products. In fact, many leading commercial products and military
systems could not exist without advanced materials and many of the new products critical to the nation's continued
prosperity will come only through the development and commercialization of new materials. Thus, the field of materials
science and engineering (MS&E) affects quality of life, industrial competitiveness, and the global environment. The United
States leads the world in materials research and development, but does not have as impressive a record in the
commercialization of new materials. This book explores the relationships among the producers and users of materials and
examines the processes of innovation--from the generation of knowledge to the ultimate integration of a material into a
useful product. The authors recommend ways to accelerate the rate at which new ideas are integrated into finished
products. Real-life case studies provide an accurate depiction of the processes that take materials and process innovations
from the laboratory, to the factory floor, and ultimately to the consumer, drawing on experiences with three distinctive
MS&E applications--advanced aircraft turbines, automobiles, and computer chips and information-storage devices.

Handbook of Research on Recent Developments in Materials Science and Corrosion
Engineering Education
Besides its coverage of the four important aspects of synchrotron sources, materials and material processes, measuring
techniques, and applications, this ready reference presents both important method types: diffraction and tomography.
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Following an introduction, a general section leads on to methods, while further sections are devoted to emerging methods
and industrial applications. In this way, the text provides new users of large-scale facilities with easy access to an
understanding of both the methods and opportunities offered by different sources and instruments.

Introduction to Materials Science for Engineers
Integrated computational materials engineering (ICME) is an emerging discipline that can accelerate materials development
and unify design and manufacturing. Developing ICME is a grand challenge that could provide significant economic benefit.
To help develop a strategy for development of this new technology area, DOE and DoD asked the NRC to explore its
benefits and promises, including the benefits of a comprehensive ICME capability; to establish a strategy for development
and maintenance of an ICME infrastructure, and to make recommendations about how best to meet these opportunities.
This book provides a vision for ICME, a review of case studies and lessons learned, an analysis of technological barriers, and
an evaluation of ways to overcome cultural and organizational challenges to develop the discipline.

Materials Science, Testing and Informatics III
Materials Science and Engineering
The demands of modeling and computation in engineering are rapidly growing as a multidisciplinary area with connections
to engineering, mathematics and computer science. Modeling and Computation in Engineering III contains 45 technical
papers from the 3rd International Conference on Modeling and Computation in Engineering (CMCE 2014, 28-29 June 201

Biosurfaces
Carbon materials are exceptionally diverse in their preparation, structure, texture, and applications. In Advanced Materials
Science and Engineering of Carbon, noted carbon scientist Michio Inagaki and his coauthors cover the most recent
advances in carbon materials, including new techniques and processes, carbon materials synthesis, and up-to-date
descriptions of current carbon-based materials, trends and applications. Beginning with the synthesis and preparation of
nanocarbons, carbon nanotubes, and graphenes, the book then reviews recently developed carbonization techniques, such
as templating, electrospinning, foaming, stress graphitization, and the formation of glass-like carbon. The last third of the
book is devoted to applications, featuring coverage of carbon materials for energy storage, electrochemical capacitors,
lithium-ion rechargeable batteries, and adsorptive storage of hydrogen and methane for environmental protection,
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photocatalysis, spilled oil recovery, and nuclear applications of isotropic high-density graphite. A progression from synthesis
through modern carbonization techniques to applications gives you a thorough understanding of carbon materials Covers a
wide range of precursor materials, preparation techniques, and characteristics to inspire your own development of
carbonization techniques, carbon materials and applications Applications-oriented chapters include timely content on hot
topics such as the engineering of carbon nanofibers and carbon materials for various energy-related applications

Proceedings of the Tenth International Conference on Composite Materials: Structures
Ideas alone are failing us! They promise growth, but too often lead to products and services that don't deliver. In many
companies it can take up to 3,000 ideas to lead to 100 projects, resulting in only 2 launches, producing on average one
product that breaks even and of these products only 20% turn a profit. Defining the opportunity first, leads to big ideas that
win and increases the odds for success. Pam Henderson, former faculty at Carnegie Mellon University and author of You Can
Kill an Idea, but You Can’t Kill An Opportunity! shows how to apply Opportunity ThinkingTM in your own organization to
increase speed to market for products, eliminate idea bottlenecks, get crisp on demand space, value open innovation and
increase creativity ROI. Opportunity ThinkingTM, a new approach to innovation developed by author Pam Henderson, has
transformed the way companies and organizations, from Fortune 500 to non-profits, find big ideas that win and create
sustainable growth. Opportunity ThinkingTM is a creative journey that taps six sources - market forces, business models,
technology, organizations, environments, and design to discover big places to play. Not your average business book,
Henderson’s clever narrative, bold visuals and countless stories of companies and brands will inspire you to think in new
ways and stretch your mind to consider the possibilities.

Materials Science and Engineering of Carbon: Fundamentals
You Can Kill An Idea, But You Can't Kill An Opportunity
Milton Ohring's Engineering Materials Science integrates the scientific nature and modern applications of all classes of
engineering materials. This comprehensive, introductory textbook will provide undergraduate engineering students with the
fundamental background needed to understand the science of structure-property relationships, as well as address the
engineering concerns of materials selection in design, processing materials into useful products, andhow material degrade
and fail in service. Specific topics include: physical and electronic structure; thermodynamics and kinetics; processing;
mechanical, electrical, magnetic, and optical properties; degradation; and failure and reliability. The book offers superior
coverage of electrical, optical, and magnetic materials than competing text. The author has taught introductory courses in
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material science and engineering both in academia and industry (AT&T Bell Laboratories) and has also written the wellreceived book, The Material Science of Thin Films (Academic Press). Key Features * Provides a modern treatment of
materials exposing the interrelated themes of structure, properties, processing, and performance * Includes an interactive,
computationally oriented, computer disk containing nine modules dealing with structure, phase diagrams, diffusion, and
mechanical and electronic properties * Fundamentals are stressed * Of particular interest to students, researchers, and
professionals in the field of electronic engineering

Materials Science and Engineering
Proceedings of the Tenth International Conference on Composite Materials: Fatigue and
fracture
Cette bibliographie commentee touche tous les domaines du savoir humain, soit de l'Art a la Zoologie;elle signale les
ouvrages les plus importants soit des bibliographies, des index, des encyclopedies, des dictionnaires, des guides, des
revues etc dont le support ed'information est soit du papier, soit un cd-rom, soit une base de donnees en ligne directe, soit
un microforme ect. L'objectif du guide Walford est de devenir La source d'information sur tout type de reference,
nonobstant le support technique.

Peterson's Job Opportunities for Engineering, Science, and Computer Graduates 1991
The latest research innovations and enhanced technologies have altered the discipline of materials science and
engineering. As a direct result of these developments, new trends in Materials Science and Engineering (MSE) pedagogy
have emerged that require attention. The Handbook of Research on Recent Developments in Materials Science and
Corrosion Engineering Education brings together innovative and current advances in the curriculum design and course
content of MSE education programs. Focusing on the application of instructional strategies, pedagogical frameworks, and
career preparation techniques, this book is an essential reference source for academicians, engineering practitioners,
researchers, and industry professionals interested in emerging and future trends in MSE training and education.

Materials Science, Testing and Informatics
The continuing rapid development of materials science and engineering is reflected in the 130 articles in this second update
to the highly acclaimed Encyclopedia of Materials Science and Engineering. Of particular note are new articles in the
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expanding areas of composite materials, advanced and traditional ceramics, electronic and superconducting materials,
elastomers and polymer applications, wood and paper, industrial minerals, materials characterization, surfaces and
interfaces, fundamental physical metallurgy and metals processing, and production and fabrication.The articles are
extensively cross-referenced and include subject indexes and selective bibliographies. Special features of this and
subsequent supplementary volumes are a cumulative analytical table of contents and a subject index, which together will
give the reader access to information in the current or previous supplementary volumes without reference to earlier tables
or indexes. Complete alphabetical lists of titles and contributors are also provided.

Engineering News-record
This comprehensive and self-contained, one-stop source discusses phase-field methodology in a fundamental way,
explaining advanced numerical techniques for solving phase-field and related continuum-field models. It also presents
numerical techniques used to simulate various phenomena in a detailed, step-by-step way, such that readers can carry out
their own code developments. Features many examples of how the methods explained can be used in materials science
and engineering applications.

Materials Science for Engineering Students
Volume 1: Fatigue and Fracture

Hybrid Ship Hulls
Volume 5: Structures

Informatics for Materials Science and Engineering
Map the innovation space—and blaze a path to profits and growth Countless books, articles, and other advice promise
leaders solutions to the complex challenges they face. Some offer quick, silver-bullet remedies—a straight line to
success!—and some are so technical that readers get lost before they begin. Now, there’s Mapping Innovation, a refreshing
alternative in the crowded business innovation space. Engaging and informative without sacrificing substance and
expertise, this groundbreaking guide provides thorough background on some of the greatest innovations of the past
century as well as . It details the processes that advanced them from inception to world-changing products—and shows you
how to replicate their success. Business innovation expert Greg Satell helps you find your way by revealing the four models
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of innovation: Basic Research, Breakthrough Innovation, Sustaining Innovation, and Disruptive Innovation. One size does
not fit all, so he provides a framework—the Innovation Matrix—for discovering which “type” of innovation process best suits
the problem you need to solve. It’s about asking the right questions, so that you can apply the right strategies to the
problems you need to solve. In the end, you’ll have a crystal clear model for disrupting the marketplace, scaling your efforts
to propel your enterprise forqward, and leverage digital platforms to your advantage. Mapping Innovation offers a simple
and accessible but powerful approach to developing a strategy that will put you light years ahead of the competition!.

Materials Science and Engineering of Carbon
This major eight-volume reference work provides the first unified treatment of an important interdisciplinary field.

Food Materials Science and Engineering
These peer?reviewed papers were selected from Materials Science and Engineering Applications, which provides a forum
where researchers, engineers, academics and industrial professionals from all over the world can present their research
results and development activities in materials science and engineering. It also provides opportunities for the delegates to
exchange new ideas and experiences face-to-face, establish business or research contacts and find global partners for
future collaboration. It also creates an atmosphere in which young talent has the opportunity to mix with professors and
captains of industry. The proceedings provide an international medium for the publication of theoretical and experimental
studies related to the load?bearing capacity of materials as influenced by their basic properties, processing history,
microstructure and operating environment. Volume is indexed by Thomson Reuters CPCI-S (WoS).

Electrical Contacts
Materials Science and Engineering: An Introduction promotes student understanding of the three primary types of materials
(metals, ceramics, and polymers) and composites, as well as the relationships that exist between the structural elements of
materials and their properties.
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